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About This Game

Jerrod Wilson left his home in Brooklyn, New York during the legendary Gold Rush of 1849 to find his brother Jake, who was
forced to leave 11 years earlier. After a long adventure, Jake and Jerrod found the richest vein of gold in California’s Mother

Lode! Now it’s 1869. 20 years of hard work has made their mine very successful. Most of their mining profits were sent home
to Mr. Quail, a banker and family friend, who has been investing them wisely. The brothers are as wealthy as Wall Street

tycoons, and if they ever return to NY, they will be very influential gentlemen.

Mr. Quail sends news from home and it’s not always good. William Tweed, who Jake and Jerrod personally knew to be the
leader of a gang of thieves and extortionists (the man who forced Jake to leave Brooklyn), has become very powerful. He is now

in the State Legislature and members of his gang have key positions in Brooklyn. Tweed’s political corruption has allowed his
gang’s crime to go unchecked since the police are also on his payroll.

Jake and Jerrod decide to sell their mine and travel home on the newly constructed Transcontinental Railroad. The brothers have
evidence that should send Tweed to prison for the rest of his life, but Tweed has heard they are coming and plans to stop them

from ever returning to Brooklyn. A contest of wits has begun with “Boss” Tweed, a man with political power, wealth and a gang
of criminals at his command.

Features:

Far more than 80 prerendered images and animated scenes in full HD

Complete new story and quests from the developer from the 80s
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High quality voices and new recorded music

Subtitles in English or German

Optimized Point & Click control
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Great fun and the shooting feels solid. Fun to just take turns trying to beat each other's top scores locally, or competing with
buddies online in the leaderboards.. Does not seem to be capable to handle 4K resolution. Menu to set resolution back to FHD is
not displayed properly once 4K is set.. A period as tragic as it is severely misunderstood. I loved seeing the heart and soul of
Iran, even during this tumultuous time, on full display. 1979 Revolution isn’t afraid to dive deep into the heart of the revolution’s
most emotional and horrific aspects. Despite some inconsequential decision-making and visual roughness, the amount of heart,
character, and unflinching honesty in 1979 Revolution’s short two-hour tale is impressive.. wooooooooooow m8 dats pwetty
gud. Super Hydorah is an extremely well made game, from its visual design to its options, and its controller support (PS4
controllers work with no hassle!). It's clear that developers knew exactly what they wanted to do with this game, and how to
make it properly. If you're looking for an extremely polished and optimized shmup then look no further.

However, while I understand that this is probably accurate to Gradius (which was the main inspiration for this game), and
ultimately a matter of opinion, Super Hydorah is difficult to an extremely excessive degree. The developers seem to be aware of
this, and have added a lower difficulty option which lets you survive two hits by default rather than having to find a shield to
survive just one. However, using it feels more like i'm just allowed to cheat rather than actually fixing the problem.

Buy this game if you want an authentic 2D Shoot-Em-Up experience with a fresh coat of paint, but be warned that this game is
immensely punishing and not for everyone.. this is an better, longer and higher budget hog game than many hog games in Steam.
i quite enjoyed and recommended!

pros

+ good looking and detailed graphics
+ puzzles are mostly enjoyable
+ background music is good
+ story is intriguing
+ hidden object elements are fun.
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save
+ there is bonus chapter

Cons

+ awful acting from real actors
+ mediocre voice acting
+ some mini games can be really frustrating. fortunately you can skip if you don't want to solve them.
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Controls feel great. Quite fun.. This is a must i believe. Maybe one of the best routes you can get for the game. Beautifull,
challenging with interesting scenarios. i can only say good things for this! I believe it's worth full price.
P.S. This route has achivements and you can get them all if you try, they are not hard.. I used to play this game years ago and
loved it. Unfortunatly it does not run well on modern hardware.

Game is very unstable in Windows 10 and crashes frequently even when ran in compatability mode.

. It's not a game, it's a piece of modern art. Problem is, it is a boring experience, the "wisdom" it tries to convey a banality, the
"warning" it contains so obvious it's absurd. A complete waste of time.

The "wisdom": Stopping to interact with people in favor of gaming will isolate you ... what an amazing revelation. Not.

The "warning": Putting your life at the mercy of an untested technological system is a bad idea. In this game it might possibly be
something as breathtaking as an AI that is developing consciousness and autonomy, but Occam's Razor[en.wikipedia.org] says
the main character simply experienced a bug or a hack in a brand new piece of software.. Eschatos (meaning "Ultimate" in
Greek) is a very polished shmup, with simple, yet addictive gameplay, rad music and three game modes to try, with online
leaderboards. Multiple difficulty settings make this game suitable for newcomers and veterans alike. Your mission is rather
clear. Fly towards the moon, where an alien source resides and terminate the threat before it eradicates our planet. Your ship is
equipped with two weapons, a low velocity spread gun and a higher velocity forward laser. In the thick of the battle you will find
your ship's shield extra useful too, as it absorbs most of the enemy projectiles, at the cost of energy and can also be used to ram
small fliers. Very cool game, although it doesn't have that Crimzon Clover feel, it does shine on its own. Thumbs up!. this
♥♥♥♥♥ baller
. Man, I loved this game. A few aspects could have been better, like once you craft something it'd be nice to see its recipe so you
know what you need to get. But other than that, this is a simplistic overhead view shooter game with some role playing and
crafting elements that I loved. It didn't take but maybe 10 hours or so to beat the game but I enjoyed every minute. 10\/10 would
recommend.. reMOTHered in nutshell:
You play as Jodie Foster from Silence of the Lambs.
Tom&Jerry mode on.
Who the hell runs like that?
15mins in the game and you realise that this title is embodiment of "well, that escalated quickly".
Heeere's Johny.avi
WHERE ARE MY DAMNED PILLS ?!
The difference between 'Easy' and 'Hard' mode should just be main character taking her clickity clank high heels off.
Mr. Felton has no idea how to stab someone with a sickle.. (not like I have experience with this lol)
Creepymomma2000 joins the house.
Tom&Jerry hardcore mode on.
Bugs everywhere. I mean.. literally...
and that "I believe I can fly" ending vibe.
Not as scary when you play "Nas ne dogonyat" in the background.. Its a fun Game,
where you can controll zombies and not like in most games where you have to kill the Zombies.
The Game is easy to understand and you fast get the hang of what to do and how. Its good if you have time to fill.
A bit more content would be nice, but i think thats because its Early Access.. I'm going to preface this review with a very key
(TL;DR) statement that I feel will clarify a lot for people: This is by no means the Left4Dead WH40K you might be looking
for. This is a very methodical squad game even at the lowest difficulties.

Now that that's out the way, I'll explain what I said originally.

This is meant to be slow and methodical like the original Spacehulk board game was. You aren't rushing in blindly, you
aren't just relying on your "genestealer-mowing weapon" to clear stuff. You will want to talk to your team and watch all
flanks. This game might brutalize you if you happen to sprint at the wrong time.

Is that a bad thing? Not at all.
This game is a TON of fun. There's an incredible amount of suspense in this game. Heals are necessary, shields are
recommended, diverse weapons are prioritized. It's such a great feel to pull through in a mission when you've coordinated
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with your friends, and through a slog of strategic door closing and breaking, you've done it. Sure, that final stand might
throw more Hive Tyrants at you than you were thinking it would, but damn, that Hellfire Apoth and Flamer Interrogator-
Chaplain just lit that whole spacehulk on fire and you managed to slip into that extraction. It's a good feeling. It's a feeling
that doesn't come without coordination and strategy.

With the atmospheric gushing aside, I'll briefly go into the main points of this game... there's not much to say, considering
the biggest feeling of it all is coordination, but I'll talk to what points I can.

GREPHIX: The spacehulk architecture is gorgeous, and the game has the graphics to present what it needs. Is it your next
graphics card investment? Absolutely not, but it doesn't need to be. It presents what it needs to in a very acceptable way. The
only gripe here is the "intersecting entities become pixels" which can be a bit disorienting at times.

MOOSIC: If you can hear the music, you aren't using the right flamer, HERETIC.

GAMPLEI: Skills are hyper important. Gonna be honest here, most of the ability to stay alive comes from abilities. Apoth
has single heal, self heal, group heal, interr-chap has group res, group shield, invul, like.... you'll want to know this stuff
and be thinking of what you're bringing in to each chapter. The gameplay revolves around your team comp and coordination,
which conveniently, you do have access to callouts for on your space key (if you thought your space key was going to be for
jumps while you're wearing 2 tons of anti-emperium armor, I have some news for you, xenos scum). It's strategic gameplay
that make you careful of every corner.

To add on to that, the ability to block doors is crucial, and I can't stress that enough. You can see enemy spawn points on the
map. Being able to strategically block doors and keep escape routes open is half the fight, and it's so very rewarding when
you can plot out a perfect route. Keep your friends safe, and get everyone out alive: it sounds simple, but it's half the
intricacy of the game.

Final Verdict:
I know most of my review sounds like gushing above, but that's coming from someone who greatly enjoys the physical
SpaceHulk board game. Seeing a first person shooter enforce slow and methodical forms is something very new to me, and I
can't help but praise it. But with all that said, this game will not fit everyone. It definitely gives a Left4Dead vibe in the
trailers and presentation, but it isn't. Sure, swarms of enemies, but ultimately this a strategic game that happens to be set in a
first person perspective. But those who like the strategy and feel of true SpaceHulk and the fun of persevering against
literally overwhelming odds of genestealers, well...
PURGE THE HERETICS, MY BROTHERS.

TL;DR: more strategic than you think, not your average L4D clone. Go slow with friends and burn aliens. Not for everyone
with the "slow" bit of gameplay, but a good game overall, that I personally feel warrants higher than mixed reviews.

Thanks!
-Scrumpy
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